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BILL NO: House Bill 754 

TITLE:  Criminal Law – Sex Trafficking – Felony 

POSITION: FAVORABLE WITH SPONSOR AMENDMENTS 

 

The Maryland State’s Attorney Association echoes the testimony of the Human Trafficking Prevention Project:   

House Bill 754 with sponsor amendments would make an important legislative change by properly codifying 

labor trafficking within the Human Trafficking subtitle of the Maryland Criminal Code.  The Human 

Trafficking Prevention Project supports this bill because it will improve access to justice for those who have 

been trafficked for forms of labor other than commercial sex in the state of Maryland. 

 

In 2019, the Maryland General Assembly enacted the Anti-Exploitation Act of 2019, finally making labor 

trafficking a crime in the State of Maryland.   However, instead of being adding to the new Human Trafficking 

subtitle enacted the same year via a companion bill, labor trafficking instead became its own subtitle, and now 

exists separately from the crime of human trafficking.  

 

Federal human trafficking law bifurcates the crime of human trafficking into two categories – labor and sex, and 

is generally defined by the use of force, fraud, or coercion to compel an individual to perform some form of 

labor or services.  Forced labor exploitation occurs in industries such as agriculture and fishing, domestic work, 

construction, or manufacturing, and commonly includes situations involving debt bondage, where an 

individual’s debt is used to force or coerce them into performing labor.   Despite being far more prevalent than 

sex trafficking, the prosecution of labor trafficking crimes, the identification of its victims, and the money 

awarded to combat it continues to lag far behind that of sex trafficking.  Proper legal codification of labor 

trafficking within the Maryland Criminal Code is crucial to ensuring that service providers, the public, and law 

enforcement are clear that labor trafficking is human trafficking, and that a statewide response to it must be 

prioritized.   

 

It is imperative that labor trafficking be properly codified as human trafficking under Maryland law because of 

the seriousness of the crime and the significant impact it has on some of Maryland’s most marginalized 

communities.  Allowing labor trafficking to continue being represented as separate and distinct from the crime 

of human trafficking reinforces the lack of attention paid to it and impacts access to justice for its victims.  For 

these reasons, the Human Trafficking Prevention Project supports HB 754 with sponsor amendments, and 

respectfully urges a favorable report.   
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